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APPLIED EXAMPLES
OF A GAME-BASED
TEACHING APPROACH
by Miguel Crespo,
Machar M. Reid,
and Dave Miley
Introduction
Although skilled performance in
tennis relies on both motor skills execution (technique) and knowledge
of the game (rules, tactics, strategy),
many coaches have traditionally used
a technique model for tennis instruction rather than a tactical one. In recent years however, tennis has been
increasingly taught with a tactical
model or game-based approach,
which emphasizes learning through
practice in match-like drills and actual
play, rather than in practicing strokes
for exact technical execution (Elliott
& Reid, 2002).
Turner et al. (2002) highlight a
common scenario among young players learning tennis through the technique coaching approach - students
performing quite well during drills yet
not being able to adapt their techniques to the demands of the subse-
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quent tennis games. This inability to
effectively execute many of the basic
tennis applications during games,
stems from the players' lack of understanding of the overall dynamics of
game play.
However, m the game-based
approach the goal of the coach is not
to help the players reproduce a single
ideal stroke, but to facilitate the players ' understanding of the tactical,
physical and psychological challenges
of the game, such that individual
stroke technique can meet these challenges. In this way, the game-based
approach should not be misconstrued
as de-emphasising technique or off
court movement training; it simply
places it in the context of the game.
Integrating technique coaching into
game situations gives players the
opportunity to experience the manner
in which technique may be performed

more effectively. That is, through the
players' own trial and error they will
experience and assimilate the technique changes that are required
(Thorpe & Dent, 1999).
The Technique vs. Game-based
Teaching Approach
The traditional coaching process is
for the coach to run a session that
includes a warm- up, a hitting phase to
identifY a fault, a correction phase,
and a related game (Thorpe & Dent,
1999). By adapting a structure provided by Turner and Martinek (1999)
we can further elaborate on this
approach (see Table 1). In understanding this coaching structure, one
can appreciate that it takes a coach to
find the errors. This may demoralize
some players, possibly discourage
their continued participation, or
produce a negative mentality that
affects players' games. While the need
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Table 1: Coaching Structure
Introductory activity
Warm-up (with dynamic stretching exercises). Fun game w ith
racquets and bal ls.
Explanation and demonstration
The coac h exp lains and demonstrates the skill to the pl ayers. It
is usual ly a technical skill (stroke, movement, etc.).
Practice for the players
Structured drills designed to enhance skill acquisition. Over
the course of each lesson the coach introdu ces static drills during initial practices before dynamic drills.
Feedback
Typi ca ll y corrective. The coach provides it to the students on
both an individual and group basis.
Game
Singles or doubles play at the culmination of each lesson. The
coach provides corrective-s ki II feedback throughout.
Cool down and closing
Fun ga me and I or stati c stretching exercises. The coach w raps
up the lesson highlighting the most important points for th e
players to work until the next lesson .
Adapted from Turner & Martinek, 1999

Table 2: A Lesson Using a Game-based Teaching Approach
Introduction activity
W arm -up (with dynamic stretching exercises). Fun game with
racquets and balls.
Modified tennis game I situation
The coach designs the game to encourage tactical thinking
(what to do in specific game situations). The coach has to describe the basic rules of the game. The rules prov.ide shape to the
game and determine the range of tactics and ski lls that are required for successful performance. The game is used as a point
of reference to assist players in learning to make appropriate decisions in light of tactical awareness.
Analysis
The coac h and students w ill investi gate (question and answer,
guided di scovery) the tactical situation (probl em) and potential
tactical and techni cal solutions (problem so lving). The coach
observes how players cope and decides which ski lls should be
practised more in depth to improve game efficiency.
Practice
The coach presents a series of game-related practices, drills
and games, which students should perform . By doing these,
students will appreciate the need to learn, understand the demands of the situation, take decisions on which skills w ill be
best to use, and improve and develop specific skills (techniques, movements, etc.) to solve th e tactical problems set by
the game situation.
Modified tennis game or game
The coach presents a ga me again . The game can have similar
or different characteristi cs and rul es than the previous one but
shoul d create the same challenges and problems. Students
should try to apply th e sk ills learn ed. Together the coach and
pl ayers eva luate their success in solving the situ ation.
Cool down and closing
Fun game and I or static stretching exercises. The coach w raps
up the lesson highlightin g the most important points for the
players to work until the next lesson .
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Table 3: Example- Moving the opponent forward:
Developing the drop shot
Aspect
Game-based Approach Strategy

Main goal
To understand why and in wh at situations the pl ayer may want
to move the opponent fo rward.

Secondary goal
To be able to move the opponent forward by pl ayi ng a tactically and technically correct drop shot.

Coach role
Set up game situations and drills related to the goal. Ask questions, put problems, give cues, guide the players towards th e
solution . Help players to learn.

Basic structure of the session
Set up a realistic game situation:
• " Imagine that you are playing agai nst a player who likes
to play a lot from th e baseline and far from the net".
Facilitate the player's learning through effective questioning:
• "Whi ch tactics shou ld you use if you w ant to move
your opponent from the baseline?" (Coach may wait for
the players'answer.)
• "Which shot would you use if you wa nt to make your
opponent run forward?" "When would be th e best situation to play this shot?" "Why?"
Set up a game situation in which the players should try to find
a solution for the problem above:
• Players play points. Their objective is to make the opponent run forward as much as possible. 2 extra points
are given to the player who makes their opponent play
inside the servi ce boxes.
• Coac h observes how each pl ayer tries to find a technica l solution (drop shot or other) to the tactical problem
(moving the opponent forward). Coach eva luates the
techni cal ability of each player and decides w hich
techni ca l points w ill be worked next (grip, racket trajectory and/or speed, balance, etc.).
Set up a drill in which the players should try to improve the skill
in a closed (controled, with less decision making) situation:
• In a basket situation the pl ayer should try to hit a forehand or backhand and make the ball bounce twice before the servi ce line.
• Other options may include, rally with the coach drill or
rally among the players drill.
Set up a game situation drill in which the players should try to
improve the skill in a open (less controled, with more decision
making) situation:
• Pl ayers play points. They earn 1 point for winning the
rally and an extra point every time they play a drop shot
that their opponent cannot reach.

Player role
Experiments and tri es to achieve the task.

Teaching styles
Discovery and problem solving.

Class organization
Using stations, rall ying w ith peers.
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Table 4: Example- Passing the net player;
Playing the passing shots and the lobs

Table 5: Example- Moving the opponent to the
side of the court with the serve: serving the slice

Aspect

Aspect

Game-based Approach Strategy

Game-based Approach Strategy

Main goal

Main goal

To understand what options are available and their appropriateness to play when the opponent is at the net.

To understand why and in what situations the player may want
to move the opponent to the side of the court when serving.

Secondary goal

Secondary goal

To be able to win the point by passing the net player playing
tactically and technically good passing shots and lobs.

To be able to move the opponent to the side of the court when
serving by playing a slice serve tactically wise and technically
sound.

Coach role

Coach role

Set up game situations and drills related to the goal. Ask questions, put problems, give cues, guide the players towards the
solution. Help players to learn .

Set up game situations and drills related to the goal. Ask questions, put problems, give cues, guide th e players towards the
solution. Help players to learn.

Basic structure of the session

Basic structure of the session

Set up a realistic game situation:

Set up a realistic game situation:
• "Imagine that you are playing agai nst a player who likes
to play an attacking return of serve while moving in."

• "Do you remember that match in which you played
against a player who liked to approach the net and
played very close to the net?"
Facilitate the player's learning through effective questioning:
• "Wh ich tactics should you use against this type of
player?" (Coach may way for the players'answer.)
• "Which shot or shots would you use if you want to pass
the net player?" "When would be the best situation to
play each one of these shots?" "Why?"
Set up a game situation in which the players should try to find
a solution for the problem above:
• Players play points. One player is at the net and the
other is in the baseline. Their objective is for the
baseline player to find different ways pass the opponent
run forward as much as possible.

Facilitate the player's learning through effective questioning:
• "Which serving tactics should you use against this type
of player?" (Coach may way for the players'answer.)
• "Which type of serve or serves would you use if you
want to put this player into trouble when receiving your
serve?" "When would be the best situation to serve this
type of shot?" Why?"
Set up a game situation in which the players should try to find
a solution for the problem above:
• Players play points. One player is serving the other is
receiving. The objective for the server is to make thereceiver play the return on the alley or outside the court.
Players change roles when the goal is achieved 2 times.

• Coach observes how each player tries to find different
technical solutions (passing shots or lobs) to the tactical
problem (passing the net player). Coach evaluates the
technical ability of each player and decides which
technical points will be worked next (grip, racket trajectory and/or speed, movement, balance, etc.).

• Coach observes how each player tries to find a technical solution (slice serve) to the tactical problem (taking
the opponent outside the court). Coach evaluates the
technical ability of each player and decides which
technical points will be worked next (grip, racket trajectory and/or speed, balance, etc.).

Set up a drill in which the players should try to improve the skill
in a closed (controled, with less decision making) situation:

Set up a drill in which the players should try to improve the skill
in a closed (controled, with less decision making) situation:
• In a basket situation the player should try to hit a forehand or backhand and make the ball bounce twice before the service line.

• In a basket situation th e player should try to hit a forehand or backhand passing shot, deep down the line or
short cross court and I or a lob to pass the net player.
• Other options may include, rally with the coach drill or
rally among the players drill.

• Other options may include, rally with the coach drill or
rally among the players drill.

Set up a game situation drill in which the players should try to
improve the skill in a open (less controled, with more decision
making) situation:

Set up a game situation drill in which the players should try to
improve the skill in a open (less controled, with more decision
making) situation
• Players play points. They earn 1 point for winning the rally
and an extra point every time their opponent plays the
return inside the alley or outside the doubles side lines.

• Players play points. They earn 1 point for winning the
rally, 2 points for winning the point at the net or when
they pass the net player.

Player role

Player role

Experiments and tries to achieve the task.

Experiments and tries to achieve the task.

Teaching styles
Discovery and problem solving.

Class organization
Using stations, rallying with peers.
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Teaching styles
Discovery and problem solving.

Class organization
Using stations, rallying with peers.
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to analyze in order to correct is vital,
the emphasis in this model is on
students acquiring technical skills
for game play. Unfortunately, in order
to achieve the ultimate learning goal
the students must be able to adapt
the tennis skills they learned to a
variety of game conditions. This
requires them to possess game knowledge and understanding, two components that are not emphasized in the
technique approach.
The game-based approach introduces players to game situations early
in the teaching/learning process, and
therefore aids players' acquisition of
both the declarative and procedural
knowledge required to facilitate decision-making ability during game play.
A lesson using the game-based
approach is shown in Table 2.
Application of the
Game-based Approach
Modern tennis coaching literature is
plagued with theoretical descriptions
of the game-based approach, yet there
are relatively few practical, tennisspecific examples of its incorporation
into tennis instruction (Crespo,
1999) . We therefore provide the basic
structure of three game-based approaches that can be used to improve
players' performance (Tables 3- 5).
Conclusion
The game-based approach has gained
considerable support among physical
educators in both Europe and the
United States (Griffin, Mitchell &
Oslin, 1997) . Governing bodies in
various sports are beginning to recognize the potential of a game-based
approach. The International Tennis
Federation (ITF) has adopted a similar approach for introducing young
players to tennis via mini-tennis.
The traditional way of teaching
tennis was for a coach to focus on the
technique or production of the
strokes. The coach used precise models of the strokes to "show" players how
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to play. Once players master the
"model" techniques, the coach focused
on tactics, i.e., implementing the techniques into a game situation.
In teaching tennis today, the
game is viewed as an open skill sport
with each shot being hit differently.
Players never play the same shot twice!
Each shot requires players to go
through the following process: Perception ti Decision ti Action ti Feedback.
In a modern teaching methodology for tennis, technique (the action)
should be seen as a function of the
correct biomechanical principles and
as a means to implement tactics more
efficiently. Players' stroke technique
should always depend on their tactical
intention. Simply stated, form (technique) should follow function (tactics).
There are many different ways to
play the modern strokes and a variety
of different situations from which to
play. Therefore, when players play,
they should focus on the tactical intentions and the biomechanics, and see
technique as a means of performing
the tactic more effectively (Crespo &
Miley, 1998). These recommendations
on new teaching methods can be
used with players at all levels of performance . We advise that physical
educators and coaches use these
modern teaching techniques for better performance and to the satisfaction of their players.
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